1. Release the red hook, hold the handle and pull upwards.
2. Stepping the folding rod.
3. Place the canopy clip-joint on the marked position and push down to make the nipple enter the hole.
4. Make safety bar join the front frame together.
5. Stepping the brake, wheel fixed.
6. Pull the directional panel and turn the front wheel directional or turn it in all direction.
7. TO FIT HARNESS:
   A. Insert both fasteners securely into clasp.
   B. Adjust strap lengths by sliding buckles.
   C. Squeeze fastener prongs and pull apart.
8. (a) Sitting status: fold the adjusted hook of both side on the handle bar.
    (b) Lying status: fold the adjusted hook of both side on the back bar.
9. Press downward, and unfurl the canopy; pull upward and draw the canopy in.
10. Adjust the stroller to the sitting status, turn over the canopy downwards. Release the locked supporting.
11. Draw up the handle bar, it can be foldable and fold the red hook.

**WARNINGS**: never leave child unattended, always keep child in view when in use.

**WARNING** Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. Always use seat belt.
- The parcels or accessory items, or both, placed on the unit may cause the unit to become unstable.
- The excessive weight may cause a hazardous unstable condition to exist.
- The maximum weight 33 pound for each seat.
- The maximum weight 5 pound of the storage basket.
- The maximum weight 2 pound of the canopy basket.
- Do not use stroller near open fire, exposed flame or heaters.
- Do not use stroller if any screws, nuts or bolts are missing or any compartment is damaged.
- Do not wash; if get the urine stain, blood stain, ink stain ... On the stroller, pls clear it by detergent.